The 5th of November:
End the Mandates!
Declaration
We the People, in order to restore our Natural Liberties, declare the 5th of November, 2021 at noon, as the date
and time we gather in peaceful protest worldwide, to end all medical mandates, specifically those impeding our
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness, through the medical tyranny of imposed or coerced wearing of
medical devices or taking of medical formulations on or in our bodies by injection or any other means. We hereby
declare sovereignty of our own physical bodies, as any other ownership claimed by authoritarian government or
medical establishment is clearly a form of human slavery, which we abhor and condemn.

Execution
With the intention of achieving a global level of visual clarity & massive impact -- a critical mass to garner
international media attention, singular in power and effect -- we realize carefully strategized and highly focused
tactics must be employed.

The left has demonstrated their understanding of effective messaging by being easily identifiable and showing
unity. It is our turn to streamline, focus and take our efforts to a higher level in a dazzling show of force never
before seen for Liberty.
We must become like lasers, not allowing our efforts to be scattered and diffused. With our dedication and
fortitude, if we only focus together on this one day, we will undeniably be a force to be reckoned with, to strike
fear into the hearts of tyrannical government politicians and their corporate cronies.
To this end we realize certain sacrifices must be made by all of us. These sacrifices, however, will be
inconsequential compared to the rewards we will rightfully win back; namely our Liberty.
Our necessary sacrifices and strategies:
1. Accept this invitation and prioritize its execution on this day, the 5th of November at noon, 2021.
2. Agree to adhere to these specific instructions for effective and efficient presentation, to include:
● We will wear the Guy Fawkes mask to show unity of message and strength of conviction, as the
crowd in the last scene of the film, “V for Vendetta.” We will wear simple, black (dark blue or
brown, if black is not an option) attire so as not to distract from the clarity and focus of our
messaging, against medical tyranny.
● We agree to bring only signs with the clear and unified messaging referring specifically to “End
the Mandates,” “No Forced Injections,” “My Body, My Choice” etc.
● We agree to refrain from bringing signage or wearing attire with other messaging referring to
other issues -- valid though they may be -- referring to election fraud, new political campaigns,
5G Dangers, Climate Change, Abortion, Chemtrails, or featuring attacks on guilty parties
such as Anthony Fauci, Bill Gates and others. Remember, the reason we are adhering to these
disciplined guidelines, is to achieve an extraordinary execution & powerful presentation, one
that will go down in history.

3. Endeavor to share this message far and wide to all Liberty oriented groups and individuals, being
absolutely certain to share this message, its stated goal and sacrifices accurately, taken directly from this
document without error or edit. Our message needs to remain pure to be powerful.

In Conclusion
Together, we will prevail for Liberty. For Her we will put aside any subtle or deep-seated difference of party or
preference. We will stand together, shoulder to shoulder, every religion, every sect, every age, every race, as one for
the true Human Rights of Sacred Liberty. This will be our clarion call.

Some see our fight as one between David and Goliath, as the tiny & weak against the great & mighty. However,
this is not true. For we are many and they are few.
Let us go forward in unity through our love of Liberty, strength in our numbers and with the undeniable
confidence of the just, to a victory for Liberty the world has never seen.

